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Great to see you involved in our B-DLP.
Welcome to FEG-UGA!
 We thank you for choosing the Distance Learning
(DL) Bachelor programs in Economics &
Management (B-DLP) at the Faculty of Economics
of Grenoble (FEG) of the University of Grenoble
Alpes (UGA).
 For 30 years, the FEG has been offering DLP for all
academic degrees, undergraduate-graduate/postgraduate, from the first-year Bachelor's degree to the
second-year Master's degree in Economics and
Management.

 These programs are offered in French and in
English to individual candidates but also to the
students of our partner universities through the
international agreements of the FEG with Ecuador,
Lebanon, Morocco, Russia and Ukraine.

TARGET SKILLS
➔ The Economics and Management Degree aims at

providing you with multidisciplinary knowledge
in:
➔ Economics and Management,
but also in
➔Mathematics and Statistics,
➔Computer science,
➔Some sister-disciplines like law and sociology,
as well as in
➔Foreign languages (English, French), to name but
a few examples.

Is the B-DLP different from « face-toface » programs?
➔ B-DLP is not a specific diploma apart
➔ It leads to the same national French/European
diplomas delivered by the FEG within the framework of
the face-to-face system.
➔ B-DLP is organized to allow you to remotely follow the
pedagogical and scientific model of face-to-face
teaching and rests on the same courses given in faceto-face training.

➔ The DL programs therefore have the same
requirements and evaluation criteria, required for the
European validation of the diplomas awarded.

Peculiar organization of B-DLP
➔ B-DLP requires a particular organization both
pedagogically and technically.
➔ It is a set of university distance learning courses,
accompanied by specific pedagogical services and
materials such as:
➔ Courses,
→ Exercises et other training materials on line,
→ Audio/video capsules & materials;,
→ E-books,
→ Exchanges and communication platforms with the staff
and professors,
→ Review sessions (in-person and through videoconferences).
These services and supports are provided by the FEG regular
lecturers (teachers and research fellow) as well as by regular
contributors such as visiting professors, fellows, tutors or
professionals.

Individual application
 Registration in DL on an individual basis is a personal choice of
the candidates, no particular condition is required. The courses
offered are intended for any person who, for various reasons,
cannot attend the courses in class. The DL programs are intended
more particularly for people who:
 have a professional activity;
 are simultaneously involved in other under/post-graduation
programs (at another university, higher education institutions,
etc. );
 are living away;
 are prevented from attending courses on the campus because of
particular reasons (health concerns, prison detention, etc.);
 would like to complement and rise up their qualification with a
degree in economics without changing their current lifestyle;
 are involved in high-level sports or artistic activities (high-level
sports/artist students can benefit from adjustments in the
pedagogical organization of their curriculum according to the
regulations in force);
 are disabled and can benefit from special arrangements.

Conditions for application
 Whatever the type and level of program expected, the
access to DL programs is subject to the decision of the
Validation Commission.
 A relevant evaluation process requires a complete
application file that must include all information about
the transcripts of grades from the previous programs
attended, and graduation achieved as well as possible
professional experiences.
 You are advised to take meticulous care in preparing your
application files; the commission's decisions are entirely
dependent on the adequacy of the documents provided in
the application file to the profile of the program targeted
by the candidates.

 There are possibilities of recognition (always by the competent
commissions) of prior learning that can allow the validation of a
certain number of credits and exempt candidates in certain
courses of the DL program.
 However, there is no automatism in the validation of prior
learning which would be related to training outside the FEG, or to
other disciplines or to personal and professional experiences.
 The B-DLP also offers a specific program: “Bachelor's Degree in 1
year”, that includes a set of courses from the 1st, 2nd and 3rd year
of the Bachelor's Degree in Economics and Management.
 This degree is not a shortcut that would allow students to obtain
the Bachelor degree in one year instead of the usual three years
of study.
 It is exclusively intended for candidates who already had a
Master's degree (preferably an M2) other than in economics, or
an engineering degree with some backgrounds in economics and
management. Previous personal and professional experience may
also be taken into account in the assessment of applications.
 It is also possible for students to alternate, over a semester
period or over the full year, the in-class programs and DL
programs, provided that they comply with the specific
regulations of each pedagogical model.

PARTICULAR ORGANIZATIONS
 Two work-and-training weeks (review sessions), one for each
semester, are organized at the FEG in Grenoble (Saint-Martind'Hères campus) with the lecturers involved in the programs,
usually in January/February and in April.
 These sessions are not mandatory, but are strongly
recommended from a pedagogical point of view. They allow
candidates to have personal contact with the teachers and to
consider the various questions related to the courses/exams in
real time and in the presence of the teachers and other students.
 There is also a work-and-training week around March/April for
international partnership programs. Students from abroad, along
with their teachers from their home university, are welcomed in
Grenoble and attend different courses in class, visit different
enterprises of the region and meet FEG staff.
 At each of these meetings, a qualitative and quantity evaluation
of the programs is expected from the participants in order to
allow the FEG staff to improve the organization and management
of the DL programs.

EXAMS
 DL programs are assessed through final exams that are organized at
the FEG in Grenoble under the same conditions as the exams for the
face-to-face programs.
 Of course, in case of a health crisis such as the current Covid
pandemic, the exams can exceptionally be organized remotely.
 Whatever the exam modality, the same conditions of validation are
ensured for all candidates.
 The courses are structured in semesters and at the end of each
semester, a specific session of exam is organized.
 The first semester exams are usually held in February, the second
semester exam period is usually in June.
 A retake session is planned for all courses of both semesters
towards the end of August-beginning of September.
 It is worth noting that from a regulatory point of view, it is not
possible to organize exam sessions according to the personal
considerations and commitments of each student.
 Therefore, it is not possible to take and/or retake the exams outside
of the periods collectively scheduled by the DL Department.
 Candidates who do not pass their exams during the regular exam
period must pass them at the retake session or the following year at
the exam periods scheduled by the Department.

BACHELOR
DISTANCE LEARNING PROGRAMS
IN ECONOMICS & MANAGEMENT
(Subject to modification of the regular
programs following the ministerial
accreditation process)
(NB: Courses in French and in English)

1st YEAR PROGRAMS
 Analyse économique / Economic analysis

 Introduction à la microéconomie
 Introduction à la macroéconomie
 Questions économiques contemporaines
 Histoire des faits économiques et sociaux
 Introduction à la gestion d’entreprise / Management
principles
 Mathématiques
 Statistiques

 Compétences numériques
 Anglais

2nd YEAR PROGRAMS
 Microéconomie / Microeconomics
 Macroéconomie / Macroeconomics
 Monnaie et finance / Money and finance
 Comptabilité financière
 Economie européenne / European economy

 Mathématiques
 Statistiques
 Droit
 Compétences numériques
 Anglais

3rd YEAR PROGRAMS
 Economie internationale / International economics
 Economie industrielle / Industrial economics
 Politiques économiques

 Croissance et fluctuations / Growth and cycles
 Introduction à l’économétrie / Econométrie

 Economie du travail et des ressources humaines
 Politiques sociales
 Anglais / Français langue étrangère

WE THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING OUR DL
ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT
PROGRAMS AT FEG

WELCOME TO
KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS

Dr. Faruk ÜLGEN
Director of Bachelor-DL Programs &
International Relations
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